
LATINO CULTURAL CENTER

Karla Herrera

Presenter
Presentation Notes
7-10 minutesyou are able to use any format or structure that best conveys your summer internship experiences and growth. 



THE BUILDING

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Designed by Mexican architect, Ricardo Legorreta and his son, Victor Legorreta



SUMMER CAMP



















TEXAS LATINO COMIC 
CON

Presenter
Presentation Notes
July 28, 2018 Second Annual Texas Latino Comic ConI felt like a celebrity with my costume. People were stopping me and asking for pictures, and I had to give my fans what they wanted so…Now, but in all seriousness, I liked being a part of the Texas Latino Comic Con because it featured artists who hadn’t seen themselves in the comics they read growing up, so now they create these Latino characters so kids now can see themselves represented. In this picture, I am with the cultural consultant for the movie, Coco, Lalo Alcarez. There was a panel called Cultura en Comix and it was interesting because I realized that often, we feel excluded from people who are racially different than us, but we can also feel alienated even when we are surrounded by people whom we share similar ethnic backgrounds with. One of the comic artists on panel was Gonzalo Alvarez, and he explained that his hometown was racially Hispanic and African American, but he felt like an outsider because he didn’t fit the Mexican stereotypes. Creating comics was a way for him to express himself and he created Polloman. Elimaria was another cartoonist who came from a small town that was predominately Caucasian. She also picked up drawing because she didn’t see herself represented in the comics she read nor in the shows she watched. Their background stories were interesting because it’s a story that most minorities can relate to, but it’s how we make a change to represent ourselves that changes. 



CARTONERIA CLASS
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